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The year 2020 is a 366-page book. Every memory and experience 
will be written in your book. What kind of book will you write this 
year? There will be good times and happy memories. There will 
also be bad times and days you want to forget. In every book, the 
main character goes through a hard time. The most interesting 
part of the story is how the main character reacted to the hard 
times and overcame them. That makes a good book. Your book of 
2020 has begun. Write a good book. 

Every school has its own history. One of the most interesting 
things about a school is its sports history. Kagoshima Daiichi 
High School has a 34-year history in many sports. During 
this time, there have been many sports victories. Recently, 
the trophy case was moved to a more prominent place in the 
school. Take time to look at the trophies. Learn about your 
school’s successes. It may inspire you to work harder!  

     

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 [Pope Francis denounces nuclear deterrence in Nagasaki speech] 
Pope Francis of the Catholic Church came to Japan on November 
23rd. It is the first time for the Catholic pope to visit Japan since 1981. 
Pope Francis went to Tokyo, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki during his 4-
day visit. On November 24th, he visited Nagasaki and spoke against 
nuclear weapons. He also asked the world leaders to use money and 
resources to protect the environment and help people in poverty. He 
visited Emperor Naruhito in Tokyo and held a Mass at the Tokyo 
Dome. His visit inspired many people.  

The story of King Arthur of England is a very famous story. It is a 
story about a boy who became king. With the help of the wizard 
named Merlin, he builds a strong kingdom. He marries a beautiful 
woman named Guinevere and builds the famous castle Camelot. He 
also has a round table where he talks with the strongest knights in 
England. Unfortunately, the story has a sad ending. “King Arthur” is 
a starter book so it is easy to read. Check it out! 

 
react (reacted)…反応する 

overcome (overcame)…乗り越える 

prominent…目立つ 

inspire…刺激する 

denounce…非難する 

nuclear deterrence…核抑止力 

Pope Francis…フランシス法王 

Catholic Church…カトリック教会 

nuclear weapons…核兵器 

resources…資源 

poverty…貧乏 

Mass…マス、礼拝 

wizard…魔法使い 

knight…イギリスの騎士 
 

 

 

         “It’s on me.” 

        訳：“俺がおごるよ。” 

Carter: 
 
Ray: 
Carter: 

Oh, no! I forgot my wallet today! I can’t buy my lunch 
at the cafeteria. 
Don’t worry! Lunch is on me. 
Thanks, Ray! I’ll pay you back tomorrow!  

 

 


